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The Role of Research in Language Teaching

In recent years, research has begun to occupy an increasingly prominent
place in language teaching. This shift in emphasis has been brought about by a
number of influences. First, with the introduction of learner-centred curricula,
among the many skills needed by teachers are research skills to undelake critical
investigation of their own classroom practice and to test different curricular
proposals. Second, the increasing professionalization of language teaching, which
has been accompanied by an explosion of knowledge, has also served to give
research a higher profile. Teachers now have an increasing range of opportunities
to undertake tertiary courses related to language teaching and applied linguistics.
Such courses usually include some familiarization with principles ofeducational
research and require participants to undertake an individual research project. As a
result, there is now an increasing number of graduates who are experienced in
research and who have the skills and motivation to carry it out. Third, at the level
of program administration, research has begun to have an influence on the
development of educational policy: as the amount of funding for language teaching
programs has grown, so administrators and program managers have turned
increasingly to research findings to assist them in making decisions on the
formulation, implementation and evaluation of policies and programs (Brindley
1990).

In a climate in which research-based knowledge is assuming greater
importance in language education, components on "the teacher as researcher" are
now finding their way into teacher development workshops. Action research
models developed in genetal education (e.g. Kemmis and McTaggart 1988) are now

Cr;
beginning to be applied in language teaching classrooms (see, for cample, Nunan
1989). This trend coincides with a considerable growth in the number of

A

classroom-based studies of various aspects of second and foreign language
acquisition (e.g. Chaudron 1988; van Lier 1988; Ellis 1990).
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itesearch and Profeulonal Development: Maldng the Connection

Three types of research are traditionally referred to in the context 01
language education. The first of these is usually characterized as batic or "pure"
research which is aimed at contributing to basic knowledge in the field, at building
and/or testing theory. In the context of language learning, for example,research
into lane,..age processing or learners' stages of development would qualify as
"basic" research. The relationship of this type of research to professional
development may seem indirect in that it does not usually speak directly to issues
which are crucial to teachers such as methodology. However, as Lett (1983:14)
points out, "while basic research may be irrelevant to classroom practiceat a given
nwment, 'irrelevant' does not necessarily mean 'useless". By adding to teachers'
knowledge of the theoretical foundations of their field, basic research can provide
conceptual frameworks within which they can situate and observe their teaching. In
this way, it can assist them to analyse and articulate the theoretical basis of their
own beliefs and practice and thus add to their reflective capacity.

The second type of research which is usually identified is applied research
which addresses an immediate perceived need or specific problem. Applied
research may be undertaken to provide a basis for decision-making (either at
classroom or administrative level) or to illuminate pedagogical practice.For
example, teachers may set out to investigate the effects of different types of error
feedback and then modify their practices on the basis of what they find. The
relationship of this kind of research to professional development is more direct. If it
is teachers themselves who conduct the research, participation in research may
contribute directly both to their knowledge and practical skills. Using the results of
applied research conducted by others may also act as a stimulus to teachers'
professional growth since it may involve them in systematic classroom observation,
ni Inhaling or hypothesis-testing.

The type of reaearch which would appear to have the closest link with
practice is action research. A detailed account of the various versions of action
research is beyond the scope of this paper and can be found in McTaggart (1991).
Though there is some disagreement in the literature surrounding the extent to which
action research should be aimed at critiquing the existing social order, broadly
speaking, it is characterized by its focus on concrete problems in the practitioner's
environment and by its participatory and collaborative nature. It aims to:

improve practice
improve understanding of the practice by its practitioners.
improve the situation in which the practice takes place.

(Kcmmis 1983)
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Action research obviously has the potential to be an intrinsic part of a
teacher's professional growth since it is by definition carried out by practitioners
and requires them to systematically investigate their own practice. One of the most
commonly used models of action research, that of Kemmis and Mc Taggart (1988)
involves practitioners in a sytematic spiral of planning, acting, observirig and
reflecting. For example, a teacher might systematically change his or her
questioning behaviour and observe the effects. In this way, the outcomes of action
research feed directly into and change practice.

THE STUDY

Etackground and Aim

Although many authors have argued that teachers should become
researchers in their own classrooms find made suggestions as to how this might
happen (e.g. Hopkins 1985; Hunan 1989), relatively little is known about how
language teachers actually experience the research pmcess. A small-scale
preliminary study was therefore undertaken in order to investigate the perceptions
of the research process of teachers who had newly become researchers and, in
particular, to explore the relationship between teacher-conducted research and
professional growth. The study aimed to address the following questions:

How do teachers identify researchable issues or questions?

What problems do they experience in doing research?

What skills and knowledge do they feel they need to acquire to undertake
research?

What kind of support do they value?

What do they see as the main benefits of doing research? How does
undertaking research contribute to their professional growth?

It was hoped that the study would yield at least some preliminary
information which would assist those responsible for providing professional and
institutional support to teacher-researchers to better identify teachers' support needs
and to provide appropriate in-service training and awhrd courses on conducting
research. At the same time, it was thought that insights on teachers' actual
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experiences in carrying out research might be of help in demystifying the process
for those who were thinking about embarking on research projects.

On the basis of thc responses collected in this study it is planned to
develop and administer a larger-scale questionnaire aimed at surveying a broader
sample of teacher-researchets working in a wide variety of contexts.

Subjects

Six teachers were involved in the pilot study. Three were EFL and three
were ESL teachers. All were experienced teachers, and had taught for periods
ranging from six to over twenty years. At the time they were undertaking the
research, they were all involved in a course of study, either an in-house course or a
formal award course. Details of the subjects are contained in Table 1 below.

feet Teacher 1 TO 6Ch r 2 Teacher 3 SIChlif 4 Teacher 5 Teacher 4

iTeaching
Experience
(Veers)

6 1 0 15. 1 2 10

formal
Duals in
ESL/Eft.

Cert ESL.
Dip ESL

Nil
and dip ESL
(ill PM)

Nil
In-house
course
00 PrP31

UA
(A P4011)

SAk

(i0 P100)
VA
00 WV)

Context ER. Adult immig ACM liming Adult Wan ER. ER.

Prior
Research
Experience

Nil Nil Nil Nil Undesired
Dissertation

NI I

Research
Topic(s)

Problematic
episodes in
oral rror
correction

Learner
Interaetion in
gram close
Learner sell-
assessment

Strategies of
a beginning
reader

Effects of
corrective
feesibecit en
students' *nil
production

Teachers
attitudes lo
student
writing
errors

1.60C01.d10 In
teacher
training
supervisory
interviews

Table 1: Subject Biodata

Methods of Data Collection and Analysis

A semi-structured interview format was used to obtain the data. A set of
open-ended questions aimed at eliciting responses to the above questions was
distributed to the teachers prior to the interview. They were asked to consider these
questions in the light of their personal expetiences in doing research and to take
notes if they wished. In the interview, the same questions were asked of all
respondents, though they were free to diverge or expand as they wished. The
interviews were then transcribed and analysed with a view to extracting recurring
themes, comments and impressions.
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RESULTS: TEACHERS' PERCEMONS OF THE RESEARCH PROCESS

limAgLtrach ers identify researcbable issues or questions?

Teachers' research questions begin with concrete teaching concerns

All of the teachers reported that the question or issue they chose to
investigate was generated by questions they bad been asking themselves about
aspects of their own teaching and its effect on lesiners. Teacher 3's response sums
this up well:

It was ill ma I fek the seed io do something is anyway. I had been teaching for some timea
very low level group, illiterate is LI mostly and some of them had become good readers asd others not.

So that was the questios asd it's also a question that I had felt that I seeded so answer for some timeso it
snail as if I had much difficulty with finding the question.

Sometimes the question or issue was one which bad been preoccupying
them for some time:

I didn't so much become interested in action research, actually-although the lectures were
very good-as questions that I'd been going over in my mind for abou: six mosths before I did the
diploma course. (Teacher 1)

For some teachers, having to undertake a research project provided the
stimulus to undertake an investigation of a question that they would not have
followed up systematically otherwise:

ares I focussed on was kind of an area of profzsaional interest and it was the tort of area

I was asking myself questions on anyway - but they were the sort of questions that I wouldn't go any
further than discussing it with colleagues or from my general observations involved in that aspect of the

course or..you ksow..sometimes on getting feedback from other people. So I didn't have any kind
ask myself questions and evaluate and so forth but it was sothing systematk. (Teacher 6).

Particular incidents may highlight a researchable issue.

One teacher's interest in his research area was sparked off by a 'critical
incident'. He had been the subject of a cla&sroom t ervation using a checklist and
had received negative feedback on his teaching performance. However, he felt that
the checldist did not adequately reflect the complexities of classroom interaction:
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I had a feeling that classrooms were very complicated places. I felt quite strongly that tke
foto of checklists that are used to observe teachers possibly glossthat complexity in a way that elle*
iorepresested what was going on - probably diita't ,give much insight into the...dids't give much ofas
explanation about what happened and were often mikes u defthitive judgemems os the quality of the
sachet. So I had a fairly grossly felt dislike of these checklims - sot is themselves - but es they were
wog used. (Teacher 1)

Research is a way of validating everiential knowledge or beliefs.

In discussing their motivation to undertake research, three of the teachers
specifically mentioned that they saw research as a way of systematically testing
their implicitly-held theories and instinctive understandings of practice. Research-
based knowledge, they thought, would enable them to have a more secure position
when debating issues or defending their position with colleagues or others:

I think most of u were arguiag on imitation and sometimes ideology rather thaa marking that
was any sounder and too I thought it might be useful to be able to have something a little bit more
substantial. (Teacher 4)

I wuted to demonstrate that my hunch was right but I atho wasted to do some research isto
tow native speakers actually did receive errors rather than merely just going os hunches because I hadn't
thee any specific reading on that topic. (Teacher 5)

What Problems do they Experience in Doing Research?

Focussing the question

Several of the teachers described the difficulties experienced in getting to a
question that was narrowly-focussed enough to be manageable. In fact three
respondents identified the need to define one's focus very precisely as one of the
main lessons they had learned from undertaking their research project

The main lesson (in doing the research) was just how precisely you have to thisk about
thfising the question before you start. in fact everything else rather pales compared to tlaat...not only
Pill clear about it but getting clear about it before you start. (reacher 1)

Some stayed with a broad question and ended up feeling dissatisfied thatthey had not focussed it more or arrived at more definitive answers to their
question:
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There's a slight disillusionment if you don't get clear answers to research questions....I've

. at moni;is doing this and all I've got is this list. (Teacher 1)

I didn't have a sufficiently focussedquestion at the outset - that would have helped quite a lot

so I was kind of thinking in various different strands and hoping that something would crystallize

fore my eyes. (Teacher 5)

Two teachers described how they had narrowed the scope of their research

luestion by going through a two-stage process. This comprised first a "trawling

expedition" where data were gathered with no particular investigative focus.This

as followed by a close examination of the data aimed at identifying particular

yes of interest which could be turned into more nanowly-targetted questions:

My initial question was very broad like that and to cut it down to some manageable level....I

uess the initial study was sort of like what's going os..what sorts of things and that was sort of likes

. eyed-clearing kind of thing. We did a couple of transcriptions, we had a lock what was going os sad

- decided to focus on some aspect of that overall discourse or that overall event. So I think that initial

udy was important ia actually trying to narrow...it showed-it brought up some issues that were a

stibk focus.... (Teacher 6)

nterpreting data/fusding analytical categories.

Four of the teachers mentioned the difficulties they had experienced in

interpreting their data, in particular in finding or adapting appropriate analytical

categories:

I elided up with pages and pages and little index cards all over the floor trying to decide

whether this wu as maniple of clarifying or an example of something... (Teacher 2)

The problems I had is actually categorizing some of the errors were fairly tricky but is the

cad I decided to use the categories that mom of the teachers had picked out for themselves. That seemed

to hold pretty well anyway... (Teacher 5)

Time constraints.

All of the respondents mentioned time as a factor which significantlY

affected their ability to CIIT! out their research plans. Their comments related to

number of different aspects of time management.

8
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Juggling teaching and research

Most mentioned the difficulties that they had in juggling research and
teaching commitments, even when they were not working full-time. One teacher
remarked that, unlike teaching, research seemed to be an activity that was
"interruptible by othersTM, even though time had been specially set aside for it.

The amount of time taken by data collection and analysis

Several teachers mentioned practical problems associated with data
collection and handling which they had not anticipated, such as the time associated
with transcription:

I fouad transcribing was a nightmare - very time-consuming, not particularly rewardiug

because you loyal analyzad it yet. (Teacher 1)

Transcriptios of data was a huge job: I'd be sitting in the kitchen and the kids would come

in...'you've heard that bit, you've hard that bit!' (Teacher 2)

As a result of the realization of the amount of time involved in
transcription and analysis, three of the teachers reported that they decided to narrow
the scope of their investigation. Teacher 2, for example, commented that:

.... at the outset we weren't eatirely clear whether we'd be looking at aspects of the teaching

Primarily or at its effects on the studeats....Partly due to time constraints we decided to concentrate on

aspects of the teaching...k took us a really long time to actually arrive at that, that we wouldn't be able to

gather a lot of data on what the studeat were doing - their responses - because it would be just too time-

consuming aid would sod up being a much bigger pmject. So we had to make refereace to the studeets'

respoeses but we dida't focus on these and more time would have beea needed to documeat and record

the mudeate responses in detail.

This teacher felt that where research was done for the benefit of the
institution, it was important to have specific release time and that undertaking
research without extra time was:

too much on top of everything else...

Teacher 3, however, felt that teachers themselves could organize their time
so as to build in time for research:
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...People say 'we haven't got time to work so closely with students'. It's just a matter of

reorganizing your time really and it all comes back to writing up objectives and that sort of thing. Just

make everything a mallet focus. Feel that you can do less more thoroughly Maybe it's just a moue,

of teachers realizing that if they want so get into some
research, realize that they're going to do it and jun

work out thek objectives for their 001111e plan ia a different way so they do allow time for that-and so

that that's programmed ilea the class time alao...ose hour a day or something to set this thing up.

What Skills and Knowledge do they Feel they Need to Acquire?

Data analysis techniques.

Several respondents reported some uncertainty with the use of analytical

techniques.

In this connection, two teachers felt that some of their qualitative data

could have been amenable to quantitative analysis but felt handicapped in not

knowing how to use the necessary statistics:

la terms of analyzing it I felt I would halm benefited from having a greater knowledge of statistks

because I felt that some of the "stational was looking at really seeded to be statistically correlated rather

than me just kiad of looking at them. (Teacher 5)

Academic writing

Three of the respondents mentioned problems with knowing how to

present the results of their research in the appropriate style and format and

highlighted the need to see models. The uncertainty of some beginning researchers

about how to write up their research is typified by Teacher l's response:

It was much more difficult than I'd expected due so my almost total lack of acquaintance with the genre.

At uni the audieace had been different, the subject areacouldn't have been more different-I mesa

'empirical' was a dirty word....I didn't realize that I kad that problem until I started doing this.

As well is uncertainty concerning the structure of the research report,

another question raised was how to present a report which could be used by

colleagues as well as fulfil the requirements of a scholarly piece of writing:

So I think the overall schematic structure of it all I wasn't familiar with and how to present

some of the data sad the different levels-so that I think was problematic just sort of a lack of

kaowkdge of "what does it look like at the ese?...I mean I had to physically go and get them, hive $
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look at them, say 'Yeah, three or four or five chapters, six chapters and eo ote..and the other thing was a
little bit of confusion foe me over the audience in that who am I writing for?-my colleagues, am I writing
for the lecturers at uaiveraity or the general public-thatwas initially problematic I think. And in die sod
I'm not sire if I resolved that - I wanted it to be useful to people where I work in order to.. for them to
have a read..who are involved in teacher training and so on but it had to..be academic enough so that it
would be useful for people beyond that institution. (Teacher 6)

Planning

Two teachers identified planning as a problem. One commented that
although teachers should by defmition be competent planners, he had difficulty in
transferring these skills to carry out a research project:

I got skills in terms of planning and setting objectives and those sorts of things ass teacher
but I thiak I wam't applying them enough to the research. (Teacher 6)

What Kind of Support do they Value?

Working collaboratively with colleagues andlor supervisors

When asked what advice they would give to beginning teacher-researchers,
three of the respondents highlighted the necessity to work collaboratively with
colleagues, either in pairs or groups:

Work with someone else - a supervisor or a co-teacher...someone like that that you could talk
to or clarify your ideas, question each other about why you were doing things, does this (it in with the
rtgolech questions, keeping each otheron the question, not doing things which are off on a tangent.
(Teacher 2)

This was seen as particularly necessary at the beginning stages of research
Where darifying the scope of the investigation was important

A colleague doing the MA and I were doing study together as part of the pragmatics course.
4 it Iva' useful in talking to hes aad we saalyzed the data together, we looked at some of the features
4141 we decided ea some changes that we'd implement. So the initial part was very much a shared kind
LProceas aad that I think was important - that each of us brought different skills to the analysis stage.

kttacher 6)
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The importance of choosing a research topic of interest and relevance to

one's own workplace was emphasized by several teachers. If the project outcome&

were seen u widely applicable in the workplace, enlisting colleagues as subjects or

data gatherers became much easier. This in turn facilitated collective ownership of

the project and enhanced the likelihood of the project outcomes being taken up by

colleagues:

If there hadn't beea that geseral consensus on the value of the thing then it would have bcea

wore difficult for iadividuals to put themselves forward. The fact that everybody in the staffroom was

interested in it meant that there was so loss of faes...because it happeas to everyone. What I was looking

at was failureI thought this might be a problem but the fact that it happens to everyone =teat that

dowel way ow mewed forward after we'd beta talking about it. (Teacher I)

One teacher commented that it was important to of ensure that colleagues

were well-informed of the nature, purpose and proposed outcomes outcomes of the

research if their co-operation was to be sought. Personal appearances by the

researcher to explain the project were seen as crucial in gaining and maintaining

colleagues' involvement:

Also I. terms of getting people to respoad to questioanaires I would suggest that you give

some kind of spiel at a meetiag in persoa rather than just sending a merao...it goes down better if you

have somethiag outlined sad I also offered to give a presentation of the results afterwards... I made the

amigamcit itself available which a lot of the teachers read and I'm going to give s talk at another staff

=miss afterwards.....People are very interested so I had the cupport of interested colleagues-it was very

helpful. (Teacher 5)

Iiands-on" courseslworkshops on research meth/Ids

Five of the teachers interviewed had attended formal courses or in-house

workshops on action research methods before or concurrently with th:tir research

and found these to be very valuable in providing the necessary research tools:

The Adios Reaurch course was what made me realize that i4 might be possible to approach

this quake at all....otheewise I thiak it would have beesjust oat of those things that one shoved to the

bock of ose's miad aad just forgot about ...without having any means to carry it out. The course set out

to give teachers the look sad show us what was possible. (Teader 1)

One teacher commented, however, that workshops aimed at assisting

teachers to carry out research needed to be very clearly focussed on specific

research proposals.
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There was sa iaitial workshop where they gave some theoretical background and so on but I

felt the workshop could have bees a bit more directive and actually made suggestions for possible

research and discussed the feasibility of our ideas. (Teacher 2)

Another teacher thought that workshops or courses on research methods

should allow beginning researchers the opportunity to work through the research

process in a step-by-step fashion:

I think what would have been nice as part of that course there to help me for example

would be to d ) a range of smaller tasks. that laving one assignment at the end of the semester meant

that people left things to the last generally speaking....and so smaller projects that broke down the whole

process of doing research and doing a little miai-project where you'd. Ime in and talk-you'd preseat it to

a group of four or five as part of that course - would have been useful sad would have developed my

*Ms sooner I thiak so that I could have applied them as we were going through the mune, at those

Saul stages cestaialy. (Teacher 6)

Institutional commitment

Several respondents ;...ommented on the role of the institution in
encouraging research. One recurring theme was that if teachers were expected to

undertake research on the institution's behalf, there had to be a commitment on the

part of the institution that rtsearch was valued:

Within an institution that was luke-warm or not interested it would be difficult to do

dassroomcestred research. You seed as institutional ethos that encourages research. (Teacher 1)

In this context, several teachers commented that the institution should
provide adequate release time to carry out and write up research if this was expected

in addition to their normal duties. One teacher thought that time to document
research outcomes so they could be disseminated to a wider audience was

particularly important:

You have to feel that there's going to be an audience...(If it's sot published and dissentiaated)

What on earth did we do it for? No-oae's going to benefit from it. I mean we benefited from it but we

didet leave to write it dows to beaerg from it. (Teacher 2)

A number of other suggestions were made concerning ways in which the

institution could support research. Thr-Se included the creation of research networks

which would assist teachers to identify research questions and carry out their

investigations:

loo
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If institutions could help people perhaps with suggestion ad 10 where the curreat state of

research or work in a particular area is, what people have beesWorking on aad what would be worth

following up because you feel that you're working in a bit of a vacuum in tLat you just pluck a research

questios out of the air.... and where does it fit in with the test ofthe world? (reacher 2)

Accessible literature.

All of the respondents reported that they had found the academic literature

very helpful, although two had found the reading they did in their area slightly
inaccessible at first because of its technicality. Several highlighted the utility of
state-of-the-art surveys in particular which they found helpful in narrowing the
scope of their investigation:

We got a picture of the whole question and I think it helped us to be MOM systematicto say

that's not the area we waat to look st. (Teacher 4)

The literature also provided useful models of the research process:

Oact I had asked the question anyway I started doing some reading ia that area... I found that

very helpful because it gave me something-it gave me an idea of how to go about it..you know, how to

try and set up, seeing how enebody else had done such a thing. (Teacher 3)

What do Teachers See as the Main Benefits in Doing Research?
How Does Undertaking Research Contribute to their Professional Growth?

Changes hs attitudes and teaching practices

Four of the respondents reported that having done research had brought
about a change both in their attitudes to learning and/or their teaching practice:

It's changed my attitude to the way I look at classrooms. I would not go for glib explanations

for why someone did a particular thing, used a particular piece of language... (Teacher 1)

I've trassferred a lot of what I've learnt into ogles areas of my teaching-so 110113C of the things

I loused about group work, steps is a task - I've really incorporated it in a lot of my teaching and I think

it's ben beneficial. I think it has stimulated students and so on... (Teacher 2)

ioii4
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My teaching has changed and cudents react to my teaching in a different way so they've
become far more interested ia their work, they want to learn, they want to leaf% they warn to come. So

that has been as a result of me getting more involved which is as a result of that close involvement that
yen get through doiag research. (Teacher 3)

Some teachers also considered that doing research had made them more
reflective, analytical and questioning in their teaching behaviour:

I learned how to reflect on my teaching (Teacher 2)

Now I Gad avarythisig that they do interesting (Teacher 3)

I'm much more suspicious of recipes for achieving things in the classroom. (Teacher 1)

Research skills and techniques

Most respondents reported that doing research had provided them with a
ranfa of useful skills and techniques, especially at the level of making sense out of
complex classroom data. At a more general level, several reported that carrying out
their project had made them more organized and systematic in their approach:

Having those students working in that way has been quite good to have that involvement from

them. I think it's a result of my becoming so attentive to detail and to planning and I think that thatcame
out of getting organized in that way u a result of the resurch...I mean I used to spend a lot of time
before too but it defimitely did make me become more conscious of exactly what was going on...
(Teacher 3)

For this teacher, this increased systematicity was manifested in more
attention to documentation and record-keeping:

Because I'm keeping records of anything tL, do which is a change from what they normally
do ot evea what they're not doing..I guess they just feel that I'm right behind them working very closely
with them and that also they are able...they can see what they're learning also because we talk about it
tad so this kas made thus very interested and just different in how they go about their work. (Teacher
3)

Growth in confidence

Three of the teachers reported that doing the research project and
familiarizing themselves in-depth with the literature in a particular arca had given

102 1 5
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them confidence in their ability both to undertake further research and to better
express and justify their views of teaching and learning:

(I now have) much greater confidence in being able to...articulate my ideas, thoughts,
bsliefs-because I think sow that they're grounded much more in...relation to the readiog that I'vo done,
in relation to the project that I did...that I have some sort of evidence on which to base my belief5
or ...thoughts about some aspect of the course. So I think that is an importantone, that I'm quite happy
now to talk about that aspect of teacher education-that I feel muchmore confident as a professional to
talk about a. (Teac.her 6)

...It gives people a cariais amount of confidence to be able to know that if one looks, patients
are observabk, that_.ose can argue the case if someose comes in with a checklist. (Teacher 1)

Conclusions

Hitchcock and Hughes (1989:8) remark that "perhaps the most often heard
observation about teacher research is that teachers invariably possess neither the
skills nor the resources to carry out satisfactory and acceptable research." They go
on, however, to point out that

our experience of working with teachers who have conducted small-scale school-based
research and the products of teacher research now emerging suggest that teacher research can generate
rich, illuminating, aad importaat insights into the way in which we teach and kern in our society. These
issights ought to have a crucial place in the formulation of policy and practice

The responses given by the teachers involved in this small study give
strong support to this view. Teachers clearly can conduct research successfully if
they are given the necessary support and the resources to carry it out. Experienced
teachers in particular are well equipped to start since, as several of the respondents
pointed out, they already possess a good deal of experiential knowledge. This is
summed up by one teacher thus:

Practically speaking I 'thew a lot-I was very much involved in it as a practitioner. Aad so.. I
mean.. I was quite confident that I had a good understanding of what was going on because I was
actually involved ia doing h. But then I sort of realized the further and further I got into it that that was
on a different levelthat experiential Invel aad that therewas a whole other level that I was really
unaware of. Ard osce I started reading the literature-then I realized.. gosh!..how mock I didn't know
about it all. Arid so...it was just completely different levels I was operating at a practitioner level - I had
that experieatial....you kaow - those experiences that I based my beliefs and intuitions and things onand
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this other knowledge-this other body of work....that's ia the body of literature, I didn't really delve
jefly _to oace l started its that process...it raised lots of things. (Teacher 6)

The challenge for teacher educators is to harness this implicit knowledge
snd assist teachers to use their practice and their intuitions about it as a starting
point for a more systematic and in-depth investigation which cails upon more
fonnal research techniques. A blueprint for how this might happen is encapsulated
is Teacher l's advice to beginning researchers:

There's nothing wrong with having vague feelings, with having sort of feelings of uneasiness
or rather ill-defined questions or doubts or interests in what one's doing in the classroom-- as long as
me takes some tame to narrow those down to something that's feasible as the focus of a research papa. I
(Woe:just wake up one morning and all of a sudden this question occurred - as much time as I speat on
doiag the research and writing it up, I spent going through a process of grfidually going from being

troubled by something, askiag around about it, finding out that apparently there wasn't very much,
woadering what I could do about it, having to do something about it because of the suignment andthen
being put is a position where I had to define a research question-the purpose was provided by the
arsignment that I had so do and the course gave me some of the means to do it.

The accounts of the teachers in this study suggest that teacher educators
who work in an institutional context can facilitate the research process in a number
of ways. They can assist by providing teacher-researchers with initial support in
framing research questions; by introducing them to research tools and methods
which allow them to work through their own questions in a step by step fashion; by
being available for consultation throughout the research process; by setting up
research partnerships and/or networks as appropriate; by making sure that they are
given due recognition for the time and effort expended; and by assisting with the
publication and/or dissemination of the results of teacher-conducted research. If
research can happen in this collaborative way, then the outcomes of teacher-
conducted research have a greater likelihood of reaching the audience of fellow
practitioners for whom it is primarily intended.
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